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Abstract: Most well-known instructional Operating Systems (OSs) are complex, particularly if their companion software is 

taken into account. It takes considerable time and effort to craft these systems and their complexity may introduce maintenance 

and evolution problems. The purpose of this paper is to develop a mini OS which is open source and Linux based. This OS is 

independent of hardware simulator and platform. It encompasses a simplified kernel occupying a low memory with minimal 

resource consumption. It also, includes a dynamic boot loader which ignores the BIOS priority, takes itself to be as a highest 

priority. It is designed to utilize low primary memory and minimal CPU utilization. This is developed mainly to satisfy the 

minimal and basic requirements for a normal desktop user. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years the popularity of opensource Operating 

Systems (OSs) has increased dramatically as the 

computer users have discovered its many benefits. 

Commercial OS from Windows and Mac meets a 

severe competition with Linux OSs. Boot loader is a 

small program running before OS is invoked. The 

GRUB and LILO loaders have provided a strong 

background for the Linux family. These loader 

programs loads the kernel of the OS into the main 

memory for execution. A row-canonical innovation 

model is used in these bootstraps to locate their state 

[1]. Opensource has entered every business and normal 

activities of ordinary users. But when these OSs were 

taken to systems of different configurations some 

changes have to be produced [11, 14, 19]. This led to 

the development of portable OSs. The boot sectors in 

OSs are 512bytes long [19] and used to initiate the 

boot process. The kernel functions a major role here 

and designed to be the heart of these opensource OSs. 

Kernel is a program that resides in the memory, takes 

in user inputs, process those inputs and give out a 

suitable output. OSs relies basically on the BIOS 

priority [14]. It is true and continuing for the Linux 

OSs too. Here, occurs a dependency for OSs even they 

are well-built with much better performance. In this 

paper, we have proposed a solution to overcome this 

static boot process. The OS encompassed this dynamic 

boot is light-weight and satisfy the minimal user 

requirements. 

2. Related Works 

Ahmed and Sait [1] proposed a bootstrap algorithm 

and applied modification to self-tuning control for 

MIMO systems. Changes have to be induced for 

systems of different configurations. This seems to be a 

tedious process. In the same year, Rogers and 

Schulwitz [15] developed an architecture for 

distributed system to handle systems of various 

configurations (MULTIBUS II system). To overcome 

this Ke et al. [8] proposed portable OSs. Boot sectors 

in OSs are vulnerable to boot sector virus attacks. 

Tesauro et al. [18] from IBM T.J. of Watson Re-search 

Center used a neural networks scheme on boot sectors 

to prevent the attack of boot straps from boot-sector 

viruses. During these development stages OSs awaited 

for a code reuse and common framework. Scott and 

Davidson [16] introduced portable Safe Virtual 

Execution (SVE) framework, called Strata to target on 

SPARC/Solaris, x86/Linux and MIPS/IRIX machines. 

The data sets in this boot strap get corrupted easily. De 

Lacerda et al. [4] proposed a bootstrap technique that 

was implemented using genetic algorithms to detect 

true errors in bootstrap data sets. This boot strap 

techniques vary with the complexity of kernels in the 

OSs. Perez and Vila [14] developed a Real-Time Linux 

GPL (RT Linux) which is a small, deterministic, real-

time kernel that handles time-critical tasks and makes 

use of Linux services in particular TCP/IP networking. 

Minnich [12] from Los Alumos National Lab used an 

own made bootstrap which reduced the risk of 

locating, verifying and loading a new OS image 
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because here OS boots and the other OS systems work. 

As netbooks and other portable devices evolved the 

concept of light weight OSs was introduced. Dunkels 

et al. [5] developed Contiki, a lightweight OS with 

support for dynamic loading and replacement of 

individual programs and services. Contiki is built 

around an event-driven kernel. Guo et al. [7] 

introduced the concept of network boot in which client 

is loaded from the server from one of the virtual disks, 

the client being loaded without any local memory. To 

ensure the integrity of files in OS Gu and Ji [6] 

proposed a secure bootstrap in which each time when 

the kernel is booted, the integrity of files and code are 

measured first, when these bootstraps were secured 

developers aimed for a secure light weight kernel to 

improve the efficiency of OSs. Nurnberger et al. [13] 

proposed a secure micro kernel from scratch called 

Ray keeping security features in mind. Lohr et al. [10] 

introduced a secure boot process in which the loader 

verified the integrity of the software before boot starts 

and access the resources. Zhang and Shao [21] 

implemented a boot loader module based on the new 

high-security OS with internal networking structure 

netOS-I.  
Every works and researches maintained security and 

improved the booting performance of OSs to a large 
extent. All the research works focused only on a static 
booting via BIOS priorities. But this may be a difficult 
task for the users as they have to depend mostly on 
BIOS priorities. So, we are proposing a light weight 
OS embedded with a dynamic loader which would be 
more convenient for the users to have an independent 
work against this BIOS priority. The light weight OS is 
developed to satisfy the minimal requirement for a 
normal desktop user. 

3. Design of Boot Loader 

The proposed system presented in this paper is a 
design of boot loader which can be divided into 
different logical modules [12] they are boot loader, 
temporary file system and initial ram disk. 

3.1. Boot Loader  

Boot loader program loads the kernel of the OS into 
the main memory for execution [11]. The boot loader 
must be of size 512bytes and should reside in the first 
sector of the disk drive. The procedure of boot loader 
[6] is as follows: Check the boot signature 0AA55h at 
10,511

th
bytes of the first sector of boot disk. If boot 

signature is present, it loads the code present in the 
first sector (512bytes) to memory address 07c00h. 
Next the code at 07c00h is executed. This code then 
tries to find the available physical memory and divides 
it into 64KB pages. After that, 2KB boot stack is 
allocated at (A0000-512)h and stack pointer is setup. 
Then space for Interrupt Vector Table (IVT) and BIOS 
routines are reserved and kernel is loaded at 00600h. 
The kernel that is to be loaded can be an EXE, BIN or 
COM file. Search for this kernel file will be conducted 

in the root directory (19
th
 sector of the boot disk). On 

getting the file, it is allocated properly with all needed 
segments and memory pointers. If the kernel is in BIN 
or COM format it will have a single segment with all 
Data Segment (DS), Code Segment (CS), Extra 
Segment (ES), Stack Segment (SS) integrated. If the 
kernel is in EXE format, it will have separate code, 
data, extra and stack segments. In such cases, the exe 
header will be ripped off and proper relocation factors 
are added as needed. Virtually, boot loader follows two 
stages of loader they are primary and secondary boot 
loaders. After this, the loaded kernel is executed. 

3.2. Stage 1 Boot Loader 

The primary boot loader that resides in the MBR is a 
512byte image containing both program code and a 
small partition table. The first 446bytes are the primary 
boot loader, which contains both executable code and 
error message text. The next 64bytes are the partition 
table, which contains a record for each of four 
partitions (16bytes each). 

The MBR ends with two bytes that are defined as 
the magic number (0xAA55). The magic number 
serves as a validation check of the MBR. Figure 1 
shows the three logical section of a MBR. After BIOS 
finishes initializing platform hardware devices [3], it 
will load OSloader Bootstrap Measurement Module 
(OSBMM) into host memory and then the 
measurement code part of OSBMM will analyze the 
measurement information to check the integrity of 
MBR, boot sectors and OS Loaders. If the verifications 
pass, OSBMM will load MBR into 0000H: 7C00H and 
give controls to MBR to perform the normal bootstrap. 
If the verification fails, it will read backup from hard 
disk and recover the tampered files and code. 

 

Figure 1. Logical sections of an MBR. 
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may prevent the system from booting. The MBR may 

be affected by malicious code, become corrupted by 

disk errors or being overwritten by other boot loaders 

when experimenting with multiple OSs on a host. This 

recipe describes one method of repairing the MBR 

using the recovery console. The master boot record can 

be taken as a backup and can restore it later. 
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looking through the partition table for an active 

partition. 
When it finds an active partition, it scans the 

remaining partitions in the table to ensure that they are 
all inactive. When this is verified, the active partition’s 
boot record is read from the device into RAM and 
executed. 

3.3. Stage 2 Boot Loader 

The second stage boot loader loads the compressed 

kernel image into memory and the kernel then setups 

the environment and starts to manage the resources, 

and then the boot loader places the appropriate root 

file-system image into memory. Once, the kernel and 

the root file-system images are loaded into memory, 

the boot loader holds the whole control of machine to 

the kernel. 

It does this by making the two-stage boot loader into 

a three-stage boot loader. Stage 1 (MBR) boots a stage 

1.5 boot loader that understands the particular file 

system containing the Linux kernel image. Examples 

include reiserfs_stage1_5 (to load from a reiser 

journaling file system). When the stage 1.5 boot loader 

is loaded and running, the stage 2 boot loader can be 

loaded.  

In stage 2, it will copy itself into SDRAM. In our 

implementation, after the initialization in stage 1, 

kernel of USB drive will be copied from flash to offset 

0x0000, 0000 of memory. This is the real boot 

program. It contains the user interface and the kernel 

loader. 

With stage 2 loaded, it can display a list of available 

kernels defined in the boot menu. Normally, you can 

select a kernel and even amend it with additional 

kernel parameters. Here, by default it loads the live 

USB automatically. Optionally, with the end user 

interaction it can able to boot the remaining kernel 

system. With the second-stage boot loader in memory, 

the file system is consulted, and the default kernel 

image and initrd image are loaded into memory. With 

the images ready, the stage 2 boot loader invokes the 

kernel image.  

4. Operating System 

The “kernel” of the opearating system doesn’t have to 
be a Linux kernel; it can be a boot sector or a 
COMBOOT file. Chain loading requires the boot 
sector of the foreign OS to be stored in a file in the root 
directory of the file system. Because neither Linux 
kernel boot sector images, nor COMBOOT files have 
reliable magic numbers, Syslinux will look at the file 
extension.  

4.1. SysLinux 

Syslinux is the boot loader for the OS that is 
developed. It is intended to simplify first-time 
installation of Linux and for creation of rescue and 

other special purpose boot disks. SysLinux eliminates 
the need for distribution of raw boot floppy images. 
SysLinux will alter the boot sector on the disk and 
copy a file named ldlinux.sys into the root directory. 
The extensions that are recognized can be described 
below. 

4.2. Kernel Compilation 

Kernel is a nothing but a program that resides in the 
memory, takes in user inputs, process those user inputs 
and give out a suitable response. Kernel can be EXE, 
BIN or COM file. To reduce the kernel size and have 
more flexibility it is very important to have a detailed 
knowledge of kernel modules at the time of kernel 
compilation. Kernel compilation involves configuring 
the kernel, building the kernel and installing the new 
kernel. 

4.3. Configuring the Kernel 

Configuring the kernel means we are making the 
kernel to suit to our hardware requirements. 
Configuration makes use of ‘make menuconfig’ or 
‘make xconfig’ commands. In order to have a default 
configuration specified by the OS we can use ‘make 
defconfig’ command. 

4.4. Building the Kernel 

Now, there is a need to check the dependency relations 
between various modules using ‘make dep’ command. 
Since, we are developing an OS from scratch there is a 
need to use ‘make clean’ and ‘make proper’ commands 
for deleting the temporary loaded object files and other 
build. Finally, we can obtain a compressed kernel 
using ‘make bzimage’ ie a vmlinux. 

4.5. Installing the Kernel 

In this process, we select the various modules for our 
system and the necessary drivers for the system. For 
selecting the required modules use ‘make module’ 
which prompts for the necessary modules to install and 
use make modules_install to install the necessary 
modules in the system. 

4.6. Temporary File System 

Temporary file system (tmpfs) is one of the ramdisk 
technologies in Linux. A RAM disk is a portion of 
RAM which is being used as if it were a disk drive. 
Access time is much faster for a RAM disk than for a 
real, physical disk. Thus, putting the files into memory 
will increase the performance of computer. tmpfs 
distinguishes itself from the Linux ramdisk device by 
allocating memory dynamically and by allowing less-
used pages to be moved onto swap space. These 
characteristics make tmpfs more flexible than RAMFS, 
MFS and some older versions of ramfs. In this study, 
tmpfs is adopted to create a RAM disk for storing the 
memory running system during system boot process. 
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tmpfs is supported by the Linux kernel from version 
2.4 and we are using the kernel version 2.6 [2]. 

4.7. Initial Ram Disk 

Initrd, the initial ramdisk, is a temporary file system 
commonly used in the boot process of the Linux based 
kernel. It is typically used for making preparations 
before the real root file system can be mounted [20]. 
Initrd provides the capability to load a RAM disk by 
the boot loader. This RAM disk can then be mounted 
as the root file system and programs can be executed. 
Next a new root file system can be mounted from a 
different device. The previous root (from initrd) is then 
moved to a directory and can be subsequently 
unmounted [9]. Linux based OS is booted from a 
external USB drive and initrd makes preparations for 
shifting to real root file system resides in a USB drive.  

In order to, shift to real root file system resides in a 

RAM disk which is created with tmpfs, initrd need to 

be customized to perform some tasks as follows: 

• Create a tmpfs_based RAM disk. 

• Release the USB memory running system which 

stores in the USB flash disk to a tmpfs_based RAM 

disk. 

• Shift to the USB running system which resides in a 

tmpfs based RAM disk. 

Normally, kernel loads along with their modules and it 
is shown in the Figure 2. It describes the initiation of 
different stages of boot loader and the OS loading 
stages. In the next chapter, we concluded the result. 

 

Figure 2. Process involved in booting of live-USB. 

5. Conclusions 

The role of boot loader is significant in the world of 

OSs. While taking the existing OSs into account, they 

are usually static in nature. They could load the OSs 

only when the BIOS priority is provided for the device 

that contains the required OSs. A serious disadvantage 

here is when two or more OSs reside on various 

storage devices we can’t achieve the OSs to load until 

the high priority is given to the storage device that 

contains the OSs. This threat was overcome by the 

implementation of a dynamic boot loader. The 

dynamic boot loader displays a menu listing live USB 

OS and the list of existing OSs installed. In case of 

normal OSs, consume more secondary, primary 

memories and much CPU resource. This was greatly 

reduced in this light-weight OS and could satisfy all 

the minimal requirement of a normal desktop user. 
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